
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 4, pp. 230 { 235 c 2012 February 25Ab initio study of 2DEG at the surface of topological insulator Bi2Te3M.G.Vergniory+1), T.V.Menshchikova�, S. V. Eremeev��, E.V.Chulkov+�+Donostia International Physics Center, 20018 Basque Country, Spain�Tomsk State University, 634050 Tomsk Russia�Institute of Strength Physics and Materials Science of the Siberian Branch of the RAS, 634021 Tomks, Russia�Departamento de Fisica de Materiales UPV/EHU, 20080 Basque Country, SpainSubmitted 26 January 2012By means of ab initio DFT-calculation we analyze the mechanism that drives the formation and evolutionof the 2D electron gas (2DEG) states at the surface of Bi2Te3 topological insulator (TI). As it has been provedearlier it is due to an expansion of the van der Waals (vdW) spacing produced by intercalation of adsorbates.We will show that the e�ect of this expansion, in this particular surface, leads to several intriguing phenomena.On one hand we observe a di�erent dispersion of the Dirac cone with respect to the ideal surface and theformation of Parabolic Bands (PB) below the conduction band and M -shaped bands in the valence band, thelatters have been observed recently in photoemission experiments. On the other hand the expansion of thevdW-gaps changes the symmetry of the orbitals forming the Dirac cone and therefore producing modi�cationsin the local spin texture. The localization of these new 2DEG-states and the relocalization of the Dirac conewill be studied as well.Over the past few years three-dimensional topologi-cal insulators (TIs) have attracted extensive interest dueto their spin-momentum-locked metallic surface states(SS) [1{5]. These kind of materials are narrow gapsemiconductors characterized by an inverted energy gapcaused by spin-orbit coupling (SOC). Unlike SSs in ordi-nary materials, these SSs show linear dispersion, forminga Dirac cone with a crossing (Dirac) point at/near theFermi level (EF) [1{3, 5]. This topological SS carriesonly a single electron per momentum with a spin thatchanges its direction consistently with a change of mo-mentum. The topological origin of the SS protects theDirac cone from surface perturbations [1]. The uniqueelectronic properties of the surface of the topological in-sulators make these materials important for many inter-esting applications, particularly in spintronics and quan-tum computing.Motivated by their application potential several fam-ilies of TIs have been proposed theoretically and con-�rmed experimentally [4, 6{21]. Among them the binarylayered compounds Bi2Se3, Bi2Te3, and Sb2Te3 are themost studied ones. These systems have tetradymite-likelayered structure with ionic-covalent bonded quintuplelayer (QL) slabs, which are linked by weak vdW forces.Such a layered structure predetermines the formation ofthe surface by cleavage on the vdW spacing that doesnot result in the formation of dangling bonds, thus onlythe Dirac state resides in the bulk energy gap.1)e-mail: maiagv@gmail.com

However, the exploitation of the topological SS willrequire the interfacing of topological insulators withother materials as well as atmospheric exposure. There-fore it is essential to understand the resulting ef-fects of the interface interaction and the possible de-fect/impurities migration looking at whether the topo-logical order can survive and furthermore, whether andhow the surface state may be modi�ed under such con-ditions.Recently there have been performed di�erent ex-periments by ARPES where the surface of Bi2Se3 andBi2Te3 has been studied after few hours of expositionin vacumm [22, 23], upon deposition of various mag-netic [24{26] and non-magnetic [23, 25, 27] atoms andmolecules as well. In the case of Bi2Se3 [22{25, 27] ithas been observed a 2DEG-states formation close tothe Dirac cone. These states form a parabolic bandin the energy gap just bellow the conduction band andan M -shaped band in the local gap of bulk-projectedvalence band. These parabolic 2DEG-states present alarge and electrostatically tunable Rashba splitting withproperties far superior to any other material knownbefore [24, 25, 28{30]. Furthermore for several adsor-bates [27, 29] at the saturation deposition time a sec-ond and even a third pair of spin split parabolic statesemerge below the conduction band minimum. The re-sults in the case of Bi2Te3 are slightly di�erent. Chenet al. [23] performed ARPES-measurements of a Bi2Te3surface exposed to N2. They reported a larger bind-ing energy of the Dirac cone and discrete M -shaped230 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012
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Fig. 1. (a) { Surface band structure of Bi2Te3 in the vicinity of �� for an ideal case (solid line) and with the vdW-gap expandedby 20% (dotted line) and by 40% (dashed line). (b) { Dirac cone dispersions for the ideal surface (solid line), 20% expansion(dotted line) and 40% expansion (dashed line) of the vdW-gaps. (c) { Spatial localization of the topological (solid line) andparabolic (dashed line) surface states as a function of the vdW-gap expansionbands in the top of the valence band. Another exper-iment on Bi2Te3 surface was carried out by Scholz etal. [26] upon Fe deposition. According to their resultsthe Fermi energy is shifted towards higher binding en-ergies with increasing of Fe deposition and a M -shapedband was resolved from 100 to 200meV below the Diraccone.In recent works [31, 32] in order to understand theorigin of 2DEG-states at the surface of layered topolog-ical insulators a new interpretation has been proposed:the emergence of these states is explained on the basisof a well known fact, the interlayer gaps in the layeredcompounds can serve as a natural containers for inter-calated atoms or impurities created during the synthe-sis process. Various atoms are intercalated in di�erentlayered materials, inducing expansion of vdW-spacings

[33]. One would expect that due to a weak binding be-tween QLs even a relatively small concentration of con-taminants in the vdW-gap can produce its sizable ex-pansion. Performing the expansion of the vdW-gaps inBi2Te3 we obtaine the M -shaped bands in the valenceband reported in [23] and [26]. As an extraordinary ef-fect we �nd a di�erent dispersion of the Dirac cone forthe perturbed surface with respect to the ideal surfaceand an upwards shifting of the energy of the Dirac point,not seen before in others compounds of the same family.We will show that for this compound we also see 2DEG-states emerging from the conduction band localized inthe detached layer, as in the counterpart case of Bi2Se3.Likewise, as in the Bi2Se3 case, the expansion of variousvdW-gaps produces multiple 2DEG and the localizationof these states will be analyzed.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012



232 M.G.Vergniory, T.V.Menshchikova, S. V. Eremeev, E.V.ChulkovThe electron band structure was calculated usingDFT formalism implemented in the VASP code [34]. Weemployed the projector augmented-wave method [35] inorder to take into account the interaction between theion cores and valence electrons and the GGA for theexchange-correlation potential [36]. We have performedthe calculations of the Bi2Te3 surface using experimen-tal lattice parameters and optimized atomic positions of40 layers �lm. To �rst simulate the e�ect of the ad-sorbate deposition in time as well as the impurity atomsize we perform a calculation of the Bi2Te3 surface withexpansion of the outermost vdW spacing by 10{50%.vdW-gap expansion, energy with respect to EF, �ttede�ective mass and Rashba coupling parameter �R forparabolic SS as function of the vdW expansion andposition of the Dirac point with respect to the ideal caseCExpansion E0 m� �R (eV��A) C(%) (eV) ��-�K ��- �M ��-�K ��- �M (eV)Ideal { { { { { 0.010 { { { { { 0.01920 0.075 0.32 0.30 0.51 0.50 0.01830 0.016 0.23 0.20 0.52 0.47 0.0140 �0:005 0.20 0.19 0.34 0.32 0.00450 �0:06 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.17 0.003As one can see in Fig. 1a and b, the detachment ofthe outermost QL leads to 2 simultaneous e�ects: onone side we observe the emergence of the Rashba-splitbands below the bottom of the bulk conduction bandand on the other side we can see a displacement of theDirac point with respect to the ideal position. The en-ergy position of the Dirac point as well as the magni-tude of the Rashba splitting parameter strongly dependon the vdW spacing expansion. At 10% the position ofthe Dirac point shifts upwards but no Rashba states areobserved yet in the gap. Upon increasing the vdW-gapthe Dirac point shifts gradually down and Rashba-splitbands arise (see Table). Up to 50% expansion this alsoleads to the decrease of the e�ective mass m� of PBsand the Rashba coupling parameter �R (see Table). Atthe same time we can see a slight ��- �K=��- �M anisotropyon m� for all the expansions. At 50% expansion thisanisotropy disappears and the Dirac point gets closer toits ideal position.We have also analyzed the spacial localization of theDirac state and the PBs for all the expansions. At lowexpansions the emerged PBs keep a bulk-like delocal-ized character. This explains the obtained ��- �K=��- �Manisotropy that reproduces the anisotropy of the bulkstates. Upon increasing the vdW spacing this state ac-

Fig. 2. Spin-resolved CEC for the topological surface stateat energy of 0.1 eV above DP presented by spin projec-tions Sx, Sy, and Sz for the 1-st QL-atoms at the idealsurface (a) and for the 2-nd QL-atoms at the surface with1-st vdW widened by 40% (b)

Fig. 3. Charge density distribution of the Dirac state for 0and 40% expansion of the vdW-gapquires more localized character and at 40{50% it almostcompletely lies in the detached QL (Fig. 1c). This resultreproduces the behavior of Bi2Se3[31]. The developmentof PB states is accompanied by a shifting of the topolog-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012
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Fig. 4. Surface band structure of Bi2Te3 with the �rst and second vdW-gaps expanded by 20% and 20% (a), and 30% and30% (b). The dotted line in both plots corresponds to the Dirac cone of an ideal slab. Spatial localization of each state is onthe bottom part of each panelsical state deep into the crystal, so that at 40{50% expan-sion the Dirac state is mostly located in the second QL,beneath the detached QL. In this case wave functions ofthe topological and parabolic states only slightly over-lap. Nevertheless in Bi2Te3 the spatial relocation comeswith the displacement of the Dirac point, contrary towhat happen in the Bi2Se3, where dispersion of the up-per part of the Dirac cone as well as the position of theDirac point remain unchanged. This can be explainedin terms of the localization of the Dirac state. Look-ing at Fig. 1c we observe that for the 20% detachmentthe Dirac state is more localized than in the ideal case,therefore it gets slightly higher in energy.Next we consider the e�ect of relocation of the topo-logical state on its spin texture. In Fig. 2a we can see thelayer and spin-resolved constant energy contours (CEC)for the Dirac state in the topmost QL, in which the Diracstate is almost completely localized at pristine Bi2Te3surface. As one can see, the subsurface layers have theclockwise spin rotating of the in-plane spin projections

(Sx and Sy) and weak out-of-plane spin projection Sz,while spin rotation in the topmost Te layer is reversed.As was shown above, the vdW-gap expansion leads toa relocation of the topological state deeper into the sub-strate and at 40% it is almost completely localized inthe second QL. Looking at Fig. 2b we �nd that all layercontributions to the total spin of the Dirac state havepositive (clockwise) helicity. We can attribute this al-teration in the local spin texture to a change of characterof the Te orbitals forming the Dirac cone. At the idealsurface the outermost Te orbitals have mostly pxy char-acter (Fig. 3a), that di�ers from those in all other layers,where pyz symmetry is found. This feature can cause achange in the potential gradient that enters the spin-orbit interaction and can reverse the spin orientation inthe topmost Te layer. Contrary, in the 40% vdW widen-ing case all Te atoms of the second QL have the samepyz symmetry (Fig. 3b).Now we consider the e�ect of simultaneous expan-sion of the �rst and second vdW-gaps. In Fig. 4a, we�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2012



234 M.G.Vergniory, T.V.Menshchikova, S. V. Eremeev, E.V.Chulkovshow the band spectrum of Bi2Te3 with 20% expanded1-st and 2-nd vdW spacings, respectively, and in Fig. 4bthe spectrum corresponding to the same situation with30% expansion. Similar to Bi2Se3 when detaching twovdW spacings [31] at the Bi2Te3 surface two pairs ofspin-split PBs arise below the conduction bands. Themost interesting feature within these two systems is theformation ofM -shaped bands just below the Dirac pointin the valence band, as distinct from Bi2Se3, where thenew M -shaped bands arise in the valence gap. Wehave analyze the spacial localization of the �rst �vebands in the valence band below the Dirac point andwe �nd the following: if we look at Fig. 4a and b bot-tom panels we can observe that the �rst and secondbands after the Dirac cone in the former case and the�rst and third bands in the latter case, are localizedin the subsurface layers, contrary to what we �nd forthe ideal case, were all the states in the valence bandare clearly bulk states. These results reproduce wellthe experimental data reported by [23] and [26] whereat least two bands are resolved just below the Diraccone.To summarize, we have analyzed the electronic struc-ture of Bi2Te3 with the vdW-gaps widening. We haveshown that for one vdW detachment we see the emer-gence of the Rashba-split states similar to other layeredTIs. In Bi2Te3 more considerable changes in the Diraccone at vdW expansion were found. Here, both the dis-persion of the lower part of the Dirac cone and positionof the Dirac point vary under the vdW expansion. Mostprominent changes occur at 20% expansion and becamesmaller when the topological state is completely relo-cated into the second QL. These expansions also resultin the reversion of the local spin helicity of the topologi-cal state which is linked to the di�erence in the symme-try of the Te atom orbitals in the �rst and the secondQLs. We have also analyze the band structure with mul-tiple detachments and we �nd newM -shaped bands justbelow the Dirac cone, reproducing the experimental dataof [23] and [26]. The manipulation of these 2DEG-stateshas enormous potential for highly-functional spintronicapplications: the control of the formation and spin split-ting with external potential of these states make them anatural choice for advanced spintronic applications suchas the spin-FET.We acknowledge partial support by the Univer-sity of the Basque Country (project #GV-UPV/EHU,grant # IT-366-07) and Ministerio de Ciencia e Ino-vaci�on (grant #FIS2010-19609-C02-00). Calculationswere performed on Arina supercomputer of the BasqueCountry University.
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